
Contrastive Gating
• Learning the sparse features in both contrastive branches during 

the unsupervised learning process.

• For each layer of the encoder, the input feature maps and weights (𝑋,𝑊) are 
divided into base (𝑋! , 𝑊!) and conditional (𝑋" , 𝑊") paths.

• The saliency of the base path output determines the computation skipping 
decision 𝑀" ∈ {0,1} of the conditional path.
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Introduction
• Recent contrastive learning-based self-supervised learning works 

require wide and deep models (e.g., 4X wider) to achieve comparable 
performance as supervised training works (1X).

• The extraordinary computation cost necessitates efficient computation 
reduction techniques for self-supervised learning. 

Experimental Results
• The widely-used mini-neural network-based auxiliary salience predictors 

(e.g., FBS [2], DGC [3]) are difficult to train from scratch, resulting in 
degraded inference accuracy.

• Structured-CDG (SCDG) results with spatial feature group size = 8×1×1

• Similar accuracy as CDG with 𝟖× sparse index reduction.
• Base paths preserves the details with dense convolution, while the sparse 

conditional path only keeps the important edges.

(CDG with other datasets and frameworks are presented in main paper. )

Contrastive Dual Gating (CDG)
• During the forward pass of the contrastive training, CDG generates pruning 

masks 𝑀!
"! and 𝑀!

"" for both contrastive branches:
𝑀!
"# = 𝜎(𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐳𝐞 𝑋#

"# ∗ 𝑊#
"# − 𝜏)

• The contrastive branches are selected along the diagonal and inverse-diagonal of 
the channel groups. 𝜏 learns the gating decision during training. 

Structured Contrastive Dual Gating (SCDG)
• During the forward pass of the contrastive training, SCDG generates 

structured pruning masks 𝑀!
"! and 𝑀!

"" based on the averaged salience:
𝑀$!
"# = 𝜎(𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐳𝐞 𝐀𝐯𝐠𝐏𝐨𝐨𝐥(𝑋#

"# ∗ 𝑊#
"#) − 𝜏)
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SSL-based Sparse Feature Learning 
• Non-transferability of dynamic sparse feature masks

• Broadcasting the identical sparse feature mask 𝑀$ to both SimCLR [1] contrastive paths 
results in: (a) reduced contrastive training loss, and (b) defective generalizability with 
unsuccessful supervised linear evaluation.

• Disjoint sparse contrastive features

• Given the unanimous data transformation and identical base path, contrastive 
training encourages the encoders to highlight different contrastive features.

• Unbiased contrastive grouping

• Evenly activating the disjoint channels among the different contrastive paths will 
enhance the sparse feature learning during contrastive training.


